Speech signals used to evaluate functional status of the auditory system
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Abstract—This review presents a brief history of the evolution of speech audiometry from the 1800s to present day. The two-component aspect of hearing loss (audibility and distortion), which was formalized into a framework in past literature, is presented in the context of speech recognition. The differences between speech recognition in quiet and in background noise are discussed as they relate to listeners with normal hearing and listeners with hearing loss. A discussion of the use of sentence materials versus word materials for clinical use is included as is a discussion of the effects of presentation level on recognition performance in quiet and noise. Finally, the effects of age and hearing loss on speech recognition are considered.
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INTRODUCTION

This review focuses on speech signals used to evaluate the ability of patients to understand spoken word or sentence materials. Several aspects of speech paradigms and the implications of those paradigms are presented, including—

1. A brief history of speech signals used to evaluate auditory function.
2. The two-component characteristics of hearing loss and their relation to understanding speech.
4. The use of words versus sentences to define speech-recognition performance.
5. The effect of presentation level on speech recognition in quiet and in background noise.
6. The effects of age and hearing loss on speech recognition.

History

The auditory system has two main functions in everyday life. First, the auditory system constantly monitors the acoustic environment, thereby providing, among other things, alerts to danger signals. Second, the auditory system provides a critical link in communication activities.

Abbreviations: CID = Central Institute for the Deaf, CST = Connected Speech Test, HINT = Hearing in Noise Test, HL = hearing level, NU-6 = Northwestern University Auditory Test No. 6, PTA = pure-tone average, QuickSIN™ = Quick Speech-in-Noise Test, S/B = signal-to-babble (ratio), SNR = signal-to-noise ratio, SPIN = Speech Perception in Noise (test), SPL = sound pressure level, VA = Department of Veterans Affairs, WIN = Words in Noise (test).
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In general, the monitoring function involves rather gross auditory functions, whereas the communication function involves rather refined auditory functions. Although hearing loss affects both auditory functions, hearing loss has the most detrimental impact on the communication aspect in modern society. The importance of understanding speech has been discussed in the literature for more than 100 years. This article summarizes “how we got where we are today” with the use of speech materials to evaluate auditory function.

In 1891, Gruber emphasized the importance of speech in the following quote:

Oscar Wolf considers this [speech] the most perfect method of testing the hearing power, inasmuch as it embodies the most delicate shades in the pitch, intensity, and character of sound. Hartmann thinks, on the contrary, that the [speech] test is too complicated to insure accuracy. In any case it [speech measurements] is indispensable, from the fact that nearly every patient seeks relief from disability in respect of it, and therefore for social intercourse. It is desirable, in estimating the degree of perception for speech, to test first of all both ears simultaneously, even though only one be affected; proceeding afterwards to the examination of each [ear] in turn. A separate examination of the hearing power should be made for each ear, even if previous testing by the watch and the tuning-fork has indicated an equally diminished hearing capacity on both sides; since experience shows that the perception for speech is not always deficient in the same measure as that for simple noises and tones. Cases indeed occur in which conversation is best heard on that side on which the watch and tuning-fork are not perceived so well as on the other, and vice versa. The repetition [repeating] of the test-words gives the best control for the perception of them [1, p. 131–32].

So early on, the otology community realized that hearing should be evaluated in the ears separately and together and that measures of speech understanding are just as important as frequency-specific information, which was obtained with tuning forks in those days. The refinement of these tone and speech tests paralleled developments in the communication/electronic industry. For example, in 1876 Alexander Graham Bell developed the transducer that converted sound energy into electrical energy and vice versa. In 1883, Edison developed the vacuum-tube concept that led to the creation of the electronic amplifier by Lee de Forest in the early 1900s. Shortly after the invention of the phonograph in 1889, Lichtwitz [2] proposed the application of the device to the evaluation of hearing [3]; Bryant made a similar proposal in 1904 [4]. In 1910, Campbell described a nonsens syllable paradigm that used recognition performance to evaluate telephone circuits [5]. In 1924, Jones, an otologist, and Knudsen, a physicist, developed an audiometer that electronically generated pure tones for air- and bone-conduction testing and that used two vacuum tubes and an attenuator to vary the presentation level of speech materials [6]. At the same time, Fletcher introduced the Western Electric 4A audiometer, which incorporated a phonograph with recorded digit materials [7].

Following the examples established by researchers such as Campbell [5] and Crandall [8], Fletcher and Steinberg, in their classic 1929 article, developed the principles of test construction and implementation of speech-recognition materials that have been followed for over 75 years [9]. The application of these principles during and shortly after World War II at places such as the Harvard Psychoacoustic Laboratory and Deshon General Hospital (Army) crystallized the formation of audiology as we know it today. The basic word lists used in speech audiometry were devised during this time. Hudgins et al. [10] developed the spondaic word lists that were subsequently modified by Hirsh et al. [11] (under contract to the Navy and Veterans Administration [now the Veterans Health Administration or VHA]) into the Central Institute for the Deaf (CID) W-1 (and W-2) list of 36 spondaic words used today to establish speech-recognition thresholds. Concurrently, Egan developed 20 PB-50 word lists [12], each consisting of 50 monosyllabic words. Again, Hirsh et al. modified the monosyllabic word lists for the CID W-22 materials that consisted of four 50-word lists. The CID W-1, W-2, and W-22 materials were recorded by Hirsh and available on 33 1/3 rpm vinyl records that the Veterans Administration used until the early 1980s. Partially because of reports that the CID W-22 materials did not differentiate among various types and degrees of hearing loss, Tillman and Carhart developed the Northwestern University Auditory Test No. 6 (NU-6) [13], which also was composed of four 50-word lists of monosyllables. The CID materials and NU-6, all of which were recorded for use in quiet, form the mainstay of speech materials used to this day by audiologists. Efforts have only recently been made to incorporate
speech-in-noise testing into the routine audiological evaluation. (Feldmann provides an extensive history of the development of the field that we now call audiology [14].)

**Two-Component Characteristics of Hearing Loss**

In the 1951 seminal article on speech audiometry, Carhart recognized two types of hearing loss [15]. The first type was a “loss of acuity” that Carhart described as a direct-current shift or displacement of the “articulation function” to the right of that for a listener with normal hearing. The second type was “a deficiency in the clarity with which speech is received.” Carhart indicated that, regardless of the presentation level of the speech signal, the clarity of hearing in this second type of loss could not be changed substantially. Some years later, Stephens mentioned the same two types of hearing loss [16], referring to them as “a simple attenuation” such as in a conductive hearing loss and “major distortions” such as observed in cochlear hearing loss. Subsequently, Plomp formalized these concepts into a framework that included an audibility component (loss of acuity [Carhart] and attenuation [Stephens]) and a distortion component (clarity [Carhart] and distortion [Stephens]) [17].

The audibility component, which is predominately linear and predictable, is quantified with sensitivity measures (e.g., pure-tone and speech-recognition thresholds) and to some degree by measures of word recognition in quiet. The audibility component of a hearing loss is usually corrected with amplification. The distortion component, which is nonlinear and unpredictable, must be measured directly [18]. The distortion component manifests itself as a reduced ability to understand speech, especially in background noise and regardless of the presentation level. Therefore, the distortion component can be evaluated with a speech-in-noise task that measures signal-to-noise hearing loss, which typically is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at which 50 percent of words are recognized correctly [17,19–20]. When viewed in this manner, for communication purposes, the distortion component of hearing loss mainly involves an issue of SNR. The degree to which the distortion component disrupts communication prompted Plomp and Duquesnoy to note that “a hearing loss for speech in noise of 3 dB is more disturbing than a hearing loss for speech in quiet of 21 dB [21, p. 101].” The distortion component, which is not as easily corrected as the audibility component, remains the focus of research in the hearing aid industry. Hopefully, hardware and algorithms of signal-processing strategies will be developed to improve the “clarity” of the speech signal even in the presence of background noise.

**SPEECH RECOGNITION IN QUIET AND IN NOISE**

Most audiologists acknowledge that the most common complaint of adult patients about their hearing loss is their inability to understand speech in the presence of background noise, especially background noise composed of multiple speech sources. Patient complaints of difficulty understanding speech in background noise are a characteristic manifestation of the distortion component of hearing loss. Thirty-five years ago, Carhart and Tillman suggested that the communication handicap imposed by sensorineural hearing loss was not only characterized by a hearing loss in the threshold for speech and a “discrimination” loss in listening to speech in quiet, but also in “the masking efficiency of competing speech and other background sounds that plague the patient when he is in complex listening environments [22, p. 279],” i.e., the ability of the listener to understand speech in background noise. This observation was precipitated by experimental evidence that listeners with sensorineural hearing loss functioned at 10 to 15 dB disadvantages compared with listeners with normal hearing when listening in a background of competing speech noise [22–24]. Carhart and Tillman urged that audiological evaluations include the use of an instrument that quantified the ability (or inability) of listeners to understand speech in a background of speech noise [22].

In a recent survey, Strom found that less than half of dispensing professionals use some type of speech-in-noise task to evaluate the ability of their patients to understand speech in background noise [25]. A speech-in-noise task has typically not been included in audiological evaluations for several reasons. First, unlike the tests of word-recognition abilities in quiet for which a plethora of normative data exists, no standardized tests of word-recognition ability in background noise are readily available. As will be discussed in the subsequent section, sentence materials presented in background noise have been developed, particularly for research, but have not been implemented clinically. Second, audiology educational programs have traditionally emphasized assessing the ability of patients to understand speech, usually monosyllabic words, presented in quiet. Third, audiologists, like everyone else, are resistant to changes. The evaluation of
the ability of a listener to understand speech in background noise is a big change in most audiology settings. Finally, time spent with the patient is a major issue. The inclusion of a speech-recognition task in noise would add to the length of an evaluation.

Why should a speech-in-noise task be included in an audiological evaluation? First, the metric addresses the most common complaint of patients, i.e., their inability to understand speech in background noise. Second, the data provide insight into the most appropriate amplification strategy for the patient. Third, and equally important, speech-in-noise results can be used when counseling patients, especially regarding their expectations about the benefits of a hearing aid when listening in background noise. For the most part, the speech-in-noise instrument has been dormant in audiology clinics for the past 35 years. Only recently has a revival occurred in the use of protocols evaluating the ability of patient to understand speech in background noise.

In general terms, the ability of a patient to understand speech can be inferred by the degree and configuration of the pure-tone audiogram. However, exceptions to this relation make exact predictions of word-recognition performance from the pure-tone audiogram tenuous. If the hearing loss only involved the linear attenuation component of hearing loss, then the prediction of speech-recognition ability in quiet from pure-tone data would be straightforward and achieved with fairly good accuracy. The various versions of the articulation index are examples [26–28]. When the hearing loss includes a nonlinear distortion component, however, the ability to predict speech-recognition ability from pure-tone data is diminished. The involvement of both the attenuation and distortion components compound hearing loss to make predicting word-recognition performance in quiet from pure-tone sensitivity data difficult.

Another prediction that is perhaps more difficult to make is word-recognition performance in background noise from recognition performance in quiet. The data in Figure 1 from 387 listeners with sensorineural hearing loss illustrate this point. The data, which were jittered (offset) for graphic clarity with a multiplicative algorithm between 0.975 and 1.025, were compiled from two studies [29–30]. The percent correct word-recognition performance in quiet at a presentation level of 80 dB hearing level (HL) is shown as a function of the 50 percent point (decibel signal-to-babble [S/B] ratio) obtained with the Words in Noise (WIN) test, which uses the same words and speaker as the quiet condition [20]. The 80 dB HL presentation level in quiet corresponds to the 20 dB S/B presentation level of the WIN test. The mean correct word-recognition in quiet for the listeners with hearing loss was 84.6 percent (standard deviation [SD] = 14.0). The shaded area of the figure defines the range of performances obtained by listeners with normal hearing on the WIN test [31]. The 90th percentile for the listeners with normal hearing was 6 dB S/B.

The data in Figure 1 suggest four relations. First, four listeners with sensorineural hearing loss performed in the normal range on both the quiet and noise tasks. The remaining 383 listeners had a mean performance on the WIN of 12.5 dB S/B which, with reference to the 90th percentile for listeners with normal hearing (6.0 dB S/B), yielded a
mean 6.5 dB S/B hearing loss (the range was 6.8 to 23.6 dB S/B). With the W-22 words, Beattie reported a 5 dB S/B difference between performances by listeners with normal hearing and listeners with hearing loss [32]. Interestingly, the mean 50 percent point of 12.5 dB S/B is almost identical to those obtained under similar conditions by Dirks et al. (12 dB S/B [33]) and Beattie (11.3 dB S/B [32]). Second, 45.5 percent of the listeners had word-recognition performances in quiet at 80 dB HL that were ≥90 percent correct. Third, the 107 listeners with word-recognition performances in quiet between 80 and 90 percent correct had poorer than normal performances on the WIN. Fourth, 26.9 percent of the listeners had word recognition in quiet that was <80 percent correct. Two conclusions can be drawn from the data in Figure 1. First, although the majority of listeners with sensorineural hearing loss operate in the normal range on word recognition in quiet (i.e., ≥80% correct), the vast majority have abnormal performance on word recognition in background noise. Second, good word recognition in quiet does not indicate good word recognition in background noise. One can safely say, however, that poor word recognition in quiet only produces poorer word recognition in noise.

**Use of Words and Sentences in Audiological Evaluations**

For more than 50 years, researchers have been examining the relationship between words and sentences in speech-recognition performance. Egan was perhaps the first to look at performance differences between words in isolation and in sentences [34]. He found that the same presentation level needed to perform at the 50 percent correct point for a list of words in isolation produced on average, for the same individuals, performance on sentences close to 80 percent correct. Looking at the performance differences in SNR versus overall percent correct, Egan found that the 50 percent point was 4 dB SNR for words in isolation but −2 dB SNR for sentences. Miller et al. [35] and O’Neill [36] also reported an approximate 6 to 7 dB SNR differentiation in speech-recognition performance of words and sentences, with words always requiring a better SNR. The aforementioned studies have two interesting points. First, the absolute value for SNR required for 50 percent correct performance (i.e., −2 to 4 dB SNR) suggests that the participants in these studies had normal hearing; however, the results suggest that a relative difference exists in the SNR required for words in isolation and for sentences to achieve equal recognition performance. Second, the difference of 6 to 7 dB SNR between words and sentences may be a result of the methodology involved in creating the stimulus lists. Apparently, the words in isolation were recorded in sentences, then spliced and used in isolation. Extraction of individual words from recorded sentences most likely resulted in the acoustic characteristics of coarticulation producing a distorted signal that decreased the recognition of the words in isolation versus embedded in the original sentence recording. In addition, the sentences used in the aforementioned studies [35–36] were highly contextual, which would have facilitated better recognition performance at a lower SNR compared with isolated words.

To date, several tests of sentences in competing noise have been developed; for example, Speech Perception in Noise (SPIN) test [37], Connected Speech Test (CST) [38], Hearing in Noise Test (HINT) [39], and Quick Speech-in-Noise Test (QuickSIN) [40]. Each sentence test was constructed differently and thus uses different stimuli, noises, and scoring metrics. SPIN, the oldest of these sentence tests, varies the amount of semantic information (context) preceding the last word of each sentence, which is the target word. The SNR is determined arbitrarily and remains fixed throughout the protocol. The SPIN yields a low-predictability score (minimal context) and a high-predictability score (maximal context). In essence, the SPIN test is a word-level measure presented in sentence form that examines the ability of an individual to use context to aid in word recognition. The CST was developed for use as a criterion measure in studies of hearing aid benefit. The CST involves passages of multiple sentences containing 50 key words. The sentences are presented individually with no more than seven key words per sentence. The performance is scored as percent correct recognition of the key words. The HINT and the QuickSIN are scored as the decibel SNR required to achieve 50 percent correct recognition. The two tests vary in the type of sentences and noise employed. The HINT, which uses the BKB (Bamford-Kowal-Bench) sentences developed on a first-grade reading level in the United Kingdom [41], presents sets of 10 sentences. The listener must repeat the entire sentence correctly to receive credit. Speech-spectrum noise is held constant while the signal is varied to find the 50 percent correct point. The QuickSIN uses Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers sentences [42] which consist of five target words each that are not easily predicted from the sentence context [43]. Each list contains six sentences that are presented in multitalker babble using a descending
paradigm that starts at 25 dB S/B and decreases in 5 dB increments to 0 dB S/B. In essence, the QuickSIN™ strings several target words together to shorten test time but still maintain the temporal characteristics and coarticulatory effects of running speech. All of these sentence tests have major differences; therefore, the selection of the appropriate test depends on the performance ability a researcher or clinician is interested in measuring.

The audiology literature does not answer the question of whether to use words or sentences to measure speech-recognition performance. Differing opinions exist; Plomp stated that words are the fundamental unit of speech perception [44], whereas others stated that continuous discourse better represents everyday listening situations [38, 45]. In 1963, Giolas and Epstein stated that monosyllables as speech-recognition stimuli provided diagnostic but not prognostic value such that recognition performance on a list of monosyllables does not approximate how an individual understands conversational speech [46]. Jerger et al. agreed that sentences have better face validity than isolated words as a stimulus for speech recognition since sentences are of a longer duration more closely approximating everyday connected speech that constantly changes over time [47]. Finally, Cox et al. reported that monosyllables do not show a relationship between recognition performance and hearing aid benefit because of a lack of lexical, semantic, and syntactic redundancies and dynamic cues such as the relative duration of fricatives and vowels that provide probabilistic phonotactic cues aiding recognition of the utterance [38].

Sentences may be a more realistic stimulus type for examination of perception of fluent speech; however, context contributes heavily to intelligibility and makes basic auditory function difficult to determine. Another disadvantage to sentence-length stimuli, especially when the speech-recognition performance in noise of older adults is examined, is that repeating sentence materials in noise involves more complex cognitive skills than a simple one-word speech-recognition task. The additional cognitive demands may differentially affect older listeners as compared with younger listeners [48–49]. More working memory effort is also required for an individual to recall multiple words, which can be influenced by recency and primacy effects [50] such that the first and last words of a string of words are easier to recall. Also, the syntactic and semantic structures of sentence-length stimuli influence performance and make longer word strings that are grammatically correct and meaningful easier to recall [51]. The ability to use compensatory strategies such as rehearsal (mental repetition of information to be recalled) and elaborative encoding (linking of new information to knowledge already stored in long-term memory) may be inaccessible when sentence-length stimuli are presented in a background of noise [52–53].

Although monosyllables tend not to represent everyday speech since oral communication is conducted via phrases and sentences and not single words [54], recently the WIN test was shown to be sensitive to the different recognition abilities of listeners with normal hearing and listeners with hearing loss [20,55]. The use of monosyllables as test stimuli in speech-testing paradigms is often criticized for lacking natural dynamics of real speech such as word stress, coarticulation, and dynamic range [56]. Words, however, remain the most popular stimulus type among audiologists and minimize the effects of working memory and linguistic context on performance.

McArdle et al. examined the recognition performance of listeners with hearing loss on words in isolation and sentences in terms of SNR [29]. The WIN test [20] was used to measure word-recognition performance, whereas the QuickSIN™ materials [40] were used to measure word recognition in a sentence paradigm. Figure 2 is a bivariate plot showing the individual 50 percent points of the QuickSIN™ on the abscissa and the 50 percent points of the WIN on the ordinate for 72 listeners with hearing loss. The diagonal line represents equal performance on both the word and sentence materials. As shown in Figure 2, 60 percent of participants performed better on the QuickSIN™, whereas 40 percent performed better on the WIN; however, mean performance (as noted by ●) suggests close to equal performances on the two materials. These results differ from previous studies [34–36] showing a separation in performance in SNR as a result of the use of words in isolation versus sentences. Although other methodological differences (i.e., speaker differences, calibration differences) may have attributed to the equal recognition performance for words and sentences, most likely this result was influenced by a combination of the type of sentences used in the QuickSIN™ materials, which varied from the highly contextual sentences of the earlier studies and the isolated recordings of the monosyllables.

**Speech Recognition in Noise as a Function of Presentation Level**

As a general rule, increasing the presentation level of a speech signal increases the percent correct recognition performance in response to that speech signal. However,
many exceptions to this axiom exist both in the quiet and the background-noise domains. Recall the early article by Carhart in which he indicated that this axiom is true for some types of hearing losses (e.g., conductive and some mild types of cochlear hearing loss), whereas for other types of hearing loss (e.g., some types and degrees of cochlear hearing loss) increases in the presentation level of the speech signal did not produce an improvement in recognition performance (Carhart’s “clarity”) [15]. Over the years, reports have accumulated describing “roll-over” of the psychometric function for words presented in quiet with some types of hearing loss [47,57–59]. In roll-over, increases in the presentation level of a speech signal first produce an increase in recognition performance but further increases in the presentation level produce a subsequent decrease in performance.

The roll-over phenomenon typically is associated with retrocochlear hearing loss (i.e., lesions on the VIIIth cranial nerve). Clinically, the same roll-over phenomenon (albeit to a lesser extent) is observed in the course of routine speech audiometry measures in quiet on many listeners with hearing loss void of retrocochlear signs. A similar, perhaps more common, phenomenon is the decrease in recognition performance that can occur when the speech signal is presented in background noise at progressively higher presentation levels with the SNR remaining constant. The implications of this phenomenon are especially noteworthy with regard to using amplification and understanding speech. The remainder of this section describes studies conducted in background noise that have and have not observed the inverse relation between presentation level and recognition performance. The reasons for these apparent contradictory findings are elusive.

Several studies observed the linear relationship between presentation level of the speech and noise signals and recognition performance [60–63]. In the classic Hawkins and Stevens study [60], four listeners demonstrated a linear relation between the level of the signal and the level of the masker for both pure-tone and speech signals. At levels higher than approximately 30 dB above threshold, a 10 dB increase in the level of the masker produced a 10 dB increase in the level of the signal required to maintain a given level of performance. This linearity, which was observed both for a detection task and a recognition task in broadband noise, was maintained to levels about 90 dB above threshold (by our estimate in the 90 to 100 dB sound pressure level [SPL] range). Although exact details are lacking, perhaps the listening/response task in their study made the paradigm insensitive to the decrease in speech recognition often observed with increased presentation levels. In the study, the threshold of intelligibility was defined as “the level at which the listener is just able to obtain without perceptible effort the meaning of almost every sentence and phrase of the connected discourse (Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations) [60].” The four listeners in the study adjusted the level of the discourse until the threshold criterion was met from their perspective. Typically, in these early experiments, the listeners were either the experimenters or other sophisticated listeners from a listening crew. It would not be unexpected, therefore, that cognitive processes overcame the slight deviation from linearity at high presentation levels that has been reported in other investigations.

Other studies have demonstrated a nonlinear, negative relation between recognition of speech materials and the presentation level. With SNR maintained at a constant level, as the presentation level of the speech and
noise signals increases, word-recognition performance decreases. The Kryter [64] and Pollack and Pickett [65] articles are good examples. Data from these two studies on listeners with presumed normal hearing are summarized in Figure 3 in which recognition performance on monosyllabic words is plotted as a function of presentation level with SNR constant (0 and 15 dB are shown). At levels in the 80 to 120 dB SPL (60 to 100 dB HL) range, recognition performance dropped appreciably in both studies as the presentation level was increased and SNR remained constant. This inverse relation between presentation level of the speech and the masker and recognition performance was demonstrated in several other investigations. For example, Chung and Mack observed decreased performance with the W-22 lists at fixed SNRs of 5, 12, and 19 dB as the presentation level was increased from 65 to 85 dB SPL [66]. Similar findings were observed in listeners with normal hearing and listeners with hearing loss. Dirks et al. noted that increased SNRs were required by listeners with normal hearing to maintain given levels of performance (29.3%, 50.0%, and 70.7%) at presentation levels of 70, 80, and 90 dB SPL [33]. Dirks et al. also reported similar findings with listeners with hearing loss. Beattie measured speech-recognition performance for 18 listeners with normal hearing presented with the W-22 words in 45 and 65 dB HL multitalker babble [32]. Performance was better for the 45 dB HL condition than the 65 dB HL condition. The mean 50 percent point was 1.9 dB lower for the 45 dB HL condition than the 65 dB HL condition. Overall, recognition performances at 45 dB HL were 5 to 11 percent better than at 65 dB HL. Subsequently, Studebaker et al. revived interest in the inverse relation between presentation level (of the signal and masker) and recognition performance, particularly at the higher levels [67]. When the SNR was held constant (4 dB steps between –4 and 28 dB) and the presentation level increased from 64 to 99 dB SPL, listeners with normal hearing demonstrated decreased recognition abilities as presentation level increased. A similar but less dramatic effect was observed for listeners with hearing loss, especially at the lower SNRs.

In a large National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders/Department of Veterans Affairs multicenter study involving hearing aid wearers (n = 360), Shanks et al. [68] reported unaided and aided speech-recognition performances obtained with the CST [38] in multitalker babble. The CST sentences were presented at 52, 62, and 74 dB SPL with three S/B ratios at each presentation level (–3, 0, and 3 dB). The overall result for the unaided listeners was a decrease in performance from 31 to 26 percent as the presentation level was increased from 52 to 74 dB SPL. Further data analysis was performed with the participants divided into the following four groups based on the degree and configuration of their hearing loss:

1. Group A: pure-tone average (PTA) <40 dB HL with a slope of <10 dB/octave.
2. Group B: PTA <40 dB HL with a slope of >10 dB/octave.
3. Group C: PTA >40 dB HL with a slope of <10 dB/octave.

The results from this analysis of the unaided (Figure 4(a)) and aided (Figure 4(b)) data are presented. For Groups A and B in the unaided condition, recognition performance on the CST decreased for each S/B ratio as the presentation level was increased from 52 to 74 dB SPL. As we discuss later, the inverse relation between presentation level
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Figure 3.
Percent correct recognition for monosyllabic words in various background noises shown as a function of presentation level (decibel sound pressure level [SPL]). Sources: Kryter KD. Effects of ear protective devices on the intelligibility of speech in noise. J Acoust Soc Am. 1946;18(2):413–17 (dashed lines [K]). Pollack I, Pickett JM. Masking of speech by noise at high sound levels. J Acoust Soc Am. 1958;30(2):127–30 (solid lines [P&P]). In both studies, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was held constant at 0 and 15 dB.
and recognition performance can be attributed partially to the upward spread of masking (i.e., masking at frequencies above the spectrum of the masker) [69–70]. For the groups with greater hearing loss (C and D), unaided recognition performance increased for each S/B ratio as the presentation level was increased from 52 to 74 dB SPL. In all probability, this increased performance for Groups C and D was an audibility issue, i.e., as the speech signal and babble became louder, the individuals perceived more information from the speech signal, which was reflected in better recognition performance. Figure 4(b) illustrates the data for the aided condition. For comparison, the light lines in Figure 4(b) are the unaided data from Figure 4(a). In the aided condition, two relationships can be seen. First, at corresponding presentation levels and S/B conditions, all groups generally performed either equally on the aided and unaided conditions or better on the aided than the unaided condition, especially at the lower presentation levels. Second, with the S/B ratio fixed in the aided condition, recognition performance for all groups decreased as presentation level of the CST increased from 52 to 74 dB SPL. In summary, increased presentation levels, with constant S/B ratios, produced decreased speech-recognition performance in both the aided and unaided conditions for the individuals with PTAs of <40 dB HL (Groups A and B) and in the aided condition for the individuals with PTAs of >40 dB HL (Groups C and D). These inverse relations can be partially attributed to the effects of the upward spread of masking. In contrast, increased presentation levels with constant SNRs produced increased speech-recognition performance under the unaided condition for the individuals with PTAs of >40 dB HL (Groups C and D). This relation is attributed to an increase in audibility provided by the increased presentation level of the signal that overshadowed any effects of the upward spread of masking. One must remember that these effects are only observed when speech is presented in background noise. Different effects are produced when speech is presented in quiet. Shanks et al. concluded that “the relationship between speech and babble presentation level, signal-to-babble ratio, and gain provided by a hearing aid, however, is complex and requires further examination [68, p. 289].”

Most recently, Dubno et al. [71] observed the nonlinear relationship using the same words and masker as Studebaker et al. [67], namely, monosyllabic words and a masker shaped to the spectrum of the speaker. Additionally, Dubno et al. measured pure-tone thresholds in one-third octave intervals in the speech-shaped masker. As the level of the masker increased, a linear increase in the thresholds for frequencies below approximately 1,000 Hz and a nonlinear increase in the thresholds for frequencies above approximately 1,000 Hz occurred. This finding indicates that the upward spread of masking makes maskers (even of speech signals) more “effective” at higher presentation levels than predicted.

Figure 4.
Percent correct recognition on Connected Speech Test obtained at three signal-to-babble ratios (–3, 0, and 3 dB) at each of three presentation levels (52, 62, and 74 dB sound pressure level [SPL]) from four groups of listeners with different degrees and configurations of hearing loss (see body text). Data from both (a) unaided and (b) aided listeners are shown. For comparison, thin lines in (b) are replots of data from (a). Data were originally analyzed in rationalized arcsine units. Source: Shanks JE, Wilson RH, Larson V, Williams D. Speech recognition performance of patients with sensorineural hearing loss under unaided and aided conditions using linear and compression hearing aids. Ear Hear. 2002;23(4):280–90.
Perhaps the decreased speech-recognition performance observed in background noise as the presentation level increases is, in part, an extension of the roll-over phenomenon reported for speech materials in quiet. For different reasons, both phenomena may be reflecting distortion within the cochlea as a result of exceeding a critical input energy level.

Effects of Age and Hearing Loss on Speech Recognition

Older individuals typically exhibit declines in the ability to understand speech, particularly in adverse listening situations. Many studies suggest that these declines are primarily the result of reduced sensitivity to sound in the peripheral auditory system. A decrease in pure-tone sensitivity with age is one of the most extensively documented age-related changes in the ear [72]. As shown in Figure 5(a), a positive correlation between speech-recognition performance in noise measured with the WIN test (abscissa) and PTAs of 500, 1,000, and 2,000 Hz (ordinate) was observed for 315 veterans [29–30]. As seen in Figure 5(b), the relationship between hearing loss and speech-recognition performance in noise was strengthened with the inclusion of 4,000 Hz in the PTA, indicating that speech-recognition performance in noise depends on the audibility of high-frequency energy.

Numerous studies have shown that performance on speech-perception tasks is affected predominantly by age-related peripheral declines when stimuli are presented in noise. For example, van Rooij and Plomp examined the speech-recognition performance in noise of 72 older participants [73]. Recognition performance was correlated with performance on cognitive tests of working memory capacity and processing speed, as well as auditory measures such as pure-tone thresholds, frequency selectivity, and temporal resolution. In addition, the results of a multiple linear regression analysis indicated that most of the systematic variance associated with the measures of speech recognition was accounted for by pure-tone thresholds (70%), whereas the remaining variance was accounted for by a combination of working memory and processing speed (30%).

Wilson and Weakley examined speech-recognition performance in noise for 15 participants in each decade interval from 40 to 89 years [74]. All participants were matched for hearing loss. The data in Figure 6(a) are the PTAs (500, 1,000, 2,000, and 4,000 Hz) of the 75 participants shown as a function of age. The almost flat regression line indicates essentially equivalent hearing sensitivity across the listeners. The recognition performances by the same 75 listeners on the WIN are illustrated in Figure 6(b). The filled symbols (•, •) are the mean data for the 15 listeners in each decade interval with SDs indicated by the vertical lines. The data suggest an approximately 0.4 dB/decade decrease in performance on the WIN. The data also indicate that when age and hearing loss are not controlled (Figure 5), pure-tone sensitivity and word-recognition performance in multitalker babble using digits, words, and sentences. J Am Acad Audiol. 2005;16:726–39. McArdle RA, Chisolm TH, Abrams HB, Wilson RH, Doyle PJ. The WHO-DAS II: measuring outcomes of hearing aid intervention for adults. Trends Amplif. 2005:9:127–43.
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babble are strongly related. In contrast, when hearing sensitivity is controlled, the effects of age on word-recognition performance in babble are minimal (Figure 6). Humes and colleagues [75–78] as well as numerous other investigators [79–83] have similarly reported that decreased speech-recognition performance in older individuals can be explained primarily by auditory factors.

Pure-tone thresholds, however, are not always sensitive enough to determine abnormal cochlear phenomena like distortion, particularly when individuals are listening in background noise. Psychoacoustic tasks examining the ability of an individual to manipulate complex stimuli help profile the listening abilities of older individuals [84–85]. Schneider attributed declines in performance on various psychoacoustic measures (e.g., low-frequency discrimination, temporal discrimination, localization, and binaural masking) to a loss of neural synchrony [85]. For example, without good frequency analysis abilities, speech recognition has been shown to be impaired [86]. Gordon-Salant provides a detailed discussion in this area [87].

Although much of the observed performance of older individuals on speech-recognition tasks may be attributed to auditory factors, cognitive processes also may contribute to decreased performance. One cognitive process proposed to decrease with increasing age is speed of processing [48,88]. Reaction-time studies consistently show an increase in the time necessary for transmission of sensory information, motor execution, and decision making with increasing age [89]. Cognitive slowing with age may result from cellular loss that occurs throughout the brain with normal aging [90]. This global cellular loss coupled with documented changes in the electrical activity in the brain [91–92] is associated with slowing in both motor response and information processing. Indeed, if an older individual needs excessive time to encode a message, then understanding would be poor during running speech because of the rapid rate of normal conversation.

That cognitive slowing occurs with age implies that rapid input processing is vulnerable in older adulthood [48,93]. Spoken language is a prime example of input that requires rapid online analysis; therefore, we might expect to see large age effects in the speech processing of older adults. Of course, the magnitude of the age effect will depend on the speech materials and the presence or absence of linguistic context [51].

Although older adults can apparently use linguistic context in speech-perception tasks, age-related working memory changes may affect context utilization. Significant memory constraints are known to limit the performance of older adults on various speech-perception tasks [94–95]. Finally, several studies in the cognitive aging literature have observed a strong correlation between perception and cognition in older adults. Lindenberger and Baltes

Figure 6.
(a) Four-frequency pure-tone average (500, 1,000, 2,000, and 4,000 Hz) for listeners with normal hearing (○) and hearing loss (□) as a function of age. Data are from Wilson and Weakley study that included 15 listeners with hearing loss in each decade interval from 40 to 89 years matched for hearing loss (Source: Wilson RH, Weakley DG. The 500 Hz masking-level difference and word recognition in multitalker babble for 40- to 89-year-old listeners with symmetrical sensorineural hearing loss. J Am Acad Audiol. 2005;16(6):367–82). Shaded area indicates range of normal hearing sensitivity. (b) 50% correct points obtained with Words in Noise test as a function of age for same listeners. Larger filled symbols (●, ●) represent mean data for each decade along with standard deviations (vertical lines). Shaded area indicates range of performance by listeners with normal hearing in which 90th percentile is 6 dB signal-to-babble (S/B) ratios. HL = hearing level.
examined the intersystemic connection of hearing and vision with cognition [96–97]. They found that the correlation between these variables was low for young adults (0.38) but high for older adults (71). This line of research makes decreases in speech recognition for older adults difficult to explain based solely on changes in the auditory system [98]. Further, it reflects the need for studies in which the interrelations between perceptual and cognitive aspects of speech perception can be delineated.

CONCLUSIONS

The most common complaint that people have about their hearing loss is difficulty understanding speech, especially when listening in a noisy environment. This article reviewed word-recognition tasks in the context of the two-component hearing loss model (attenuation/audibility and clarity/distortion) proposed by Carhart [15], Stephens [16], and Plomp [17]. A hearing loss that is primarily one of audibility is a sensitivity hearing loss. Clinically, the distortion component of a hearing loss is reflected primarily in an inability by the listener with hearing loss to understand speech in background noise, which typically is multitalker babble. Hearing loss in the distortion domain is called signal-to-noise hearing loss. Just as word-recognition ability in quiet is often difficult to predict from pure-tone thresholds, word recognition in babble is difficult to predict from recognition performance in quiet. Word-recognition performance in background noise, therefore, must be measured. The data from these measures address the complaint of the patient and should help determine the appropriate intervention strategy with amplification.
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